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Abstract 

In this work, we provide further development of the junction tree variational autoencoder (JT VAE) architecture in 
terms of implementation and application of the internal feature space of the model. Pretraining of JT VAE on a large 
dataset and further optimization with a regression model led to a latent space that can solve several tasks simultane-
ously: prediction, generation, and optimization. We use the ZINC database as a source of molecules for the JT VAE 
pretraining and the QM9 dataset with its HOMO values to show the application case. We evaluate our model on mul-
tiple tasks such as property (value) prediction, generation of new molecules with predefined properties, and structure 
modification toward the property. Across these tasks, our model shows improvements in generation and optimization 
tasks while preserving the precision of state-of-the-art models.

Keywords GNN, JT-VAE, Structure optimization, HOMO energy, Molecular design

Introduction
Deep learning (DL) algorithms hold the promise of fur-
ther accelerating advancements in almost every aspect of 
scientific research. Recent architectural developments in 
deep neural networks (DNN) [1] allowed for new appli-
cations beyond its initial targets in image recognition and 
text processing. As evident from the recent boost in the 

number of relevant publications [2], the field of chem-
istry has proved a fruitful ground for the application of 
the algorithms originally developed for natural language 
processing (NLP) [3] and graph processing (GP) [4] pur-
poses. Chemical objects emerged as the natural extension 
of these algorithms due to the common representation of 
molecules as SMILES (text representation) [5] or molec-
ular graphs (from valence theory). Both NLP and GP 
methodologies provide predictive and generative capa-
bilities, thus paving the way for tackling the challenging 
problems of predicting molecular structures based on the 
desired chemical property.

In this study, we set on the task of developing a model 
for the predictive generation of molecular structures 
with the desired chemical property. As a property of 
interest, we have chosen to focus on the highest occu-
pied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of small organic mol-
ecules due to the impact these electronic orbitals have 
on the physicochemical properties of molecules. The 
HOMO energy levels affect the reactivity and stabil-
ity of chemical compounds, influence the properties of 
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materials—for example, photovoltaic materials—and 
intimately impact the efficiency of light-to-electric-
ity conversion in solar cells [6]. Our motivation is to 
facilitate the sampling of the virtual chemical space by 
developing an extended DL approach that encompasses 
the HOMO prediction task and moves the generation 
of new molecules from an explicit enumeration of all 
possible compounds to a refined small set with prede-
fined HOMO properties.

Using Density Functional Theory (DFT) compu-
tational methods, it is possible to calculate HOMO 
energies of photovoltaic materials [7], yet these com-
putations are costly in resources and time. In contrast, 
Machine Learning techniques allow fast and accurate 
prediction of HOMO levels. A comprehensive and 
detailed review of various machine learning techniques 
applied for the prediction of molecular orbital char-
acteristics is given in [8]. In particular, Kernel Ridge 
Regression (KRR) is used in [9–15], Gaussian pro-
cess regression (GPR), linear regressions (Elastic Net, 
Bayesian Ridge Regression) and Random Forest (RF) 
are applied in [14, 16, 17], respectively. Deep Learning 
techniques were used in [15, 18–26], including those 
based on graph molecular representations [21, 23]. The 
previously developed models set the regression task 
as the principal goal. To the best of our knowledge, 
no generation model for the molecules with the given 
HOMO level has been developed yet. Our technique is 
based on the junction tree variational autoencoder (JT 
VAE) [27] architecture which uses graph molecular rep-
resentations as a reliable way of reproducing chemically 
valid structures. Our model achieves state-of-the-art 
results in HOMO energy prediction and allows the gen-
eration of new molecules with desired HOMO value. 
Several strategies for discovering chemical structures in 
the embedding space were suggested and explored.

Model
VAE and regression
Adapting from the work of [28], we use the variational 
auto-encoder neural network [29] to build our model. 
To this end, we train modified message passing net-
works to encode the molecular graph and a GRU-based 
message passing network to decode it. This approach 
produces mappings from the space of molecules to the 
embedding vector space and back, allowing us to later 
train the regression model from the embedding space 
and determine the molecular property of interest (see 
Fig. 1).

For the regression, we use a feedforward neural net-
work (FFNN) with two hidden layers of size 1024.

Junction tree VAE
In VAE training on graphs, the reconstruction of a mol-
ecule is a key challenge arising from the variability and 
complexity of molecular structures. The choice of archi-
tectures to efficiently reconstruct a graph is typically 
limited. In the present work, the graph is reconstructed 
in a sequence-to-sequence type model with a modified 
gated recurrent unit block [27]. One of the challenges 
of this approach lies in the possible formation of long 
sequences of nodes in the initial graph. These sequences 
are hard to encode and even harder to reconstruct accu-
rately. For example, molecules with cyclic carbon struc-
tures proved challenging for accurate decoding because 
of the combinatorial variety of ring placements and 
side chain arrangements. Although it is still possible to 
apply graph encoding and decoding methods, they per-
form poorly. To simplify the molecular graph trees and 
eliminate all the complex molecular patterns, we utilize 
a junction tree mechanism that constructs an underlying 
tree-like reduced graph structure (hence the name) by an 
algorithm that maps the molecule into a unique tree rep-
resentation and back. The nodes of the junction tree are 
chemical substructures with a rigid (fixed) spatial shape.

In our approach, we use the encoded junction tree and 
the molecular graph to obtain independent embeddings 
for the molecule and its underlying structure (Fig.  2a). 
Thus, each molecule has two embeddings—one for the 
junction tree and one for the molecular graph which are 
concatenated to create one embedded representation of 
the molecule—a stacked vector used to perform regres-
sion and guided search for the suitable molecule in the 
embedded space (Fig.  3). The decoding procedure con-
sists in creating a junction tree structure first and use 
the molecular graph hidden representation to guide the 
reconstruction of the junction tree into the final mol-
ecule (Fig. 2b).

Architecture details
We present further details of our model in the follow-
ing tables. Table 1 presents the configuration of model 
used to encode junction tree of a molecule. Table 2 pre-
sents the configuration for molecular encoder. Table 3 
presents the configuration of regressor model. Table  4 

Fig. 1 Simplified VAE architecture
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presents the model used to decode the molecule from 
latent representation and model used to extract junc-
tion tree representation of reconstructed molecule 
for structures matching in decoding stage [27]. In the 
tables we write MPNN for modified Message Passing 
Neural Network [21, 27] and FFNN for Feed-Forward 
Neural Network.

Training
The VAE model is designed to sample the latent embed-
dings from a probability distribution. The initial VAE 
training process of the encoder-decoder pair was con-
ducted in two phases in analogy with [27]: first train-
ing the deterministic autoencoder network and later 

(a) Encoder (b) Decoder
Fig. 2 VAE components (FFNN—feed forward neural network, MPNN—message passing neural network)

(a) Encoder+Decoder (b) Encoder+Regression
Fig. 3 JT-VAE and regressor

Table 1 Junction tree encoder

Name Input Output Info

One Hot Encoder 2327 612 –

MPNN 612 612 1 Iteration

FFNN 612 612 To extract features

FFNN 612 128 To extract mean

FFNN 612 128 To extract variance

Table 2 Molecular graph encoder

Name Input Output Info

One Hot Encoder 50 612 –

MPNN 612 612 3 Iterations

FFNN 612 612 To extract features

FFNN 612 128 To extract mean

FFNN 612 128 To extract variance

Table 3 Regressor

Name Input Output

FFNN 612 1024

ReLU – –

FFNN 1024 1024

ReLU – –

BatchNorm1d 1024 1024

FFNN 1024 1

Table 4 Junction tree decoder

Name Input Output Info

MPNN 256 612 –

FFNNN 612 1 For geometry prediction

FFNNN 612 2327 For structure prediction

MPNN 612 612 3 Iterations for molecule 
representation
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tuning the autoencoder model by adding a penalty term 
involving Kullback-Leibler divergence between latent 
vectors and standard normal distribution with a fixed 
penalty coefficient. As in the work of [27], our experi-
ments indicate this approach as the optimal way of 
training.

A crucial factor for the training process was the train-
ing order of the encoder, decoder, and regressor triplet. 
We tried three strategies to ensure consensus between 
the regression and VAE model.

Enc, Dec → FFNN
The first strategy (Fig. 4) is simply when the feed for-

ward neural network regression with ReLu activation 
(FFNN) is trained from the latent space to the prop-
erty value space. Here the pretrained VAE encoder and 
decoder layers are set frozen.

Enc, Dec → Enc, FFNN
The second strategy (Fig. 5) was the VAE pair encoder-

decoder training with a subsequent training of a VAE 
pair encoder-regressor; this way, we obtain a finetuned 
encoder, but the VAE’s decoder remains unchanged.

Enc, Dec → Enc, FFNN → Dec
The third strategy (Fig.  6) was a modified second one 

with an added step of retraining the encoder-decoder 
pair while keeping frozen the finetuned VAE encoder; we 
obtained our finetuned decoder in this way.

Prediction of molecular structures with a given 
property value
The main problem addressed in this work is the accurate 
reconstruction of molecular structures from a given value 
of a chemical property of interest, namely HOMO energy 
values. There are two related issues in reverse quantita-
tive structure-activity relationship (reverse QSAR), the 
first one is the existence of a molecule with the given 
property value, and the second one is the choice of the 
most interesting structure in the case when several mol-
ecules with the same HOMO value exist. We assume a 
molecule exists for each given HOMO value. In an ideal 
case, we would have to deal with a differentiable map-
ping f from the space G of molecules to the space V of its 
real-valued HOMO values. Assume that v0 is the desired 

(a) First step - VAE Training (b) Second step - Regression Training
Fig. 4 Finetuning of regression

(a) First step - VAE Training (b) Second step - Regression Training
Fig. 5 Training of regression
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HOMO value. Then, for a molecule g, we can introduce 
a loss function Lv0(g) = |v0 − f (g)|p for some norm | · |p . 
In such a scenario, it would be possible to search for the 
optimal structure, by minimizing the Lv using gradient 
descent methods. Unfortunately, since the space G of 
molecules is discrete, the mapping f is not differentiable, 
and we cannot apply the optimization approach directly. 
We use a VAE-type architecture to firstly map molecules 
from G to the corresponding latent space of the represen-
tations in Rn for some n (encoder mapping E : G −→ Rn ) 
and back from Rn to G (decoder mapping D : Rn −→ G ). 
Next, we construct regression mapping fR : Rn −→ V  and 
apply the above mentioned optimization process to the 
function fR.

All these functions E,  D,   and fR can be realized as 
neural networks. Once the models are trained (see 
Sect.  "Training"), we can apply the auto differentiation 
techniques [28] to the neural network fR in order to do 
search in the molecule embedding space Rn . The minimi-
zation of Lv0 will consist in fixing the weights of neural 
network and varying the argument Z in the direction of 
the gradient of Lv0(Z) in Rn . Once the gradient descent 
converged to some vector Z0 in Rn such that fR(Z0) is 

close enough to v0 , we can reconstruct a molecule D(Z0) 
by applying the decoder mapping D (Fig. 7).

We have used three initialization approaches and two 
methods of structure optimization for the prediction 
of molecules from the test dataset. That resulted in six 
methods for searching molecules with prescribed prop-
erty values.

Vector initialization in the embedding space
We had to choose a method of initialization of the 
embedding vector that is to be fed to the gradient descent 
procedure described above. A good initialization of an 
embedding vector is of crucial importance to the result 
of the algorithm since the embedding space can have 
multiple minima—say optimal molecules—or no mini-
mum for a given output value. Also, there is no intrinsic 
dependability that the local extreme must correspond to 
the molecule with the best fitting property. Fortunately, 
due to the inherent properties of VAE architecture, simi-
lar structures tend to locate close to each other in the 
embedding space.

In our work, we studied different approaches to initial-
ize a molecule (and thus the corresponding embedding 
vector). We introduce the following notion: let REGRTR 
and REGRVAL be datasets used in the regression training 
procedure, CTV—a molecule from REGRTR closest by 
target property value, CHV—a molecule from REGRTR 
closest by hidden vector in the latent space to a given one.

Gaussian  The initial approach consisted in 
sampling the vector in the latent 
space Rn from a normal multino-
mial distribution with a 1-diagonal 
covariance matrix.

CTV + Gaussian  We assume that the molecules 
with similar properties should have 
close projections in the embedding 
space Rn . Thus, if we wish to invent 
molecules with the property value 

(a) First step - VAE Train-
ing

(b) Second step - Regres-
sion Training

(c) Third step - Decoder
finetunning

Fig. 6 Training of decoder and regressor

Fig. 7 Latent space gradient descent
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v0 , then we search molecules in the 
train set REGRTR with the property 
values the closest to v0 , and we use 

their embeddings in Rn . We applied 
the centered Gaussian noise with 
1-diagonal covariance matrix to 
these starting vectors in order to 
augment the set of initializations in 
Rn (Fig. 8).

CHV + Gaussian  This initialization method is good 
to simulate the generation of a mol-
ecule with a given property value 
which belongs to some particu-
lar class of chemical compounds. 
We take some molecule mint of a 
given class, and we start the gradi-
ent descent with a molecule from 
REGRTR which has the closest 
L2 distance to the embedding of 
mint . In our experiments we used 
the extreme case of this initializa-
tion method trying to reconstruct 
molecules from the validation set 
(Fig. 9).

Molecule optimization algorithms
Now we describe the optimization algorithms we used.

Algorithm A is a formalization of the gradient descent 
in the molecule embedding space described in the begin-
ning of Sect.  "Prediction of molecular structures with a 
given property value".

Algorithm A
Require: v0, � As previously, assume that v0 is a desired property value.
1: Initialize a set of hidden vectors Z in Rn.
2: Set the number of optimization steps n.
3: Apply the n-step gradient descent minimizing Lv0 to all z in Z
4: Set Z′ be the set of resulting vectors.
5: Return reconstruction of Z′ by the decoder.

According to the VAE paradigm, any molecule cor-
responds not just to one vector, but to a domain in the 
embedding space Rn . However, the regression func-
tion attributes different property values to each embed-
ding, thus making the prediction ambiguous. We used 
the mean vector of normal distribution created by the 
VAE architecture as an input for the regression model. 
After the convergence in the latent space, the resulting 
vector does not a priori correspond to the mean of any 

molecule. A natural way to go around this problem is 
to decode the molecule from the found vector and then 
apply the encoder to calculate the mean embedding vec-
tor of the predicted molecule. Following this intuition, 
we suggest Algorithm B for molecule optimization. This 
approach allows us to look for an embedding that corre-
sponds to a mean of some molecule and has the closest 
possible property value to the value of interest.

Fig. 8 Closest by value initialization

Fig. 9 Closest by hidden vector initialization
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Algorithm B
Require: v0, � As previously, assume that v0 is desired property value.
1: Initialize a set of hidden vectors Z in Rn.
2: Set the number of optimization steps n, the number of epochs m and the number of candidates

to be selected k (k < size z).
3: for m steps do
4: Apply the n-step gradient descent minimizing Lv0 to all z in Z
5: Set Z‘ be the set of resulting vectors.
6: Decode the set of molecules Mol‘ from hidden vectors of Z‘.
7: Encode Mol‘ to calculate the mean embedding vectors ZE of Mol‘.
8: From ZE select k vectors Zk with the corresponding values from fR(zE) closest to v0.
9: Expand Zk by adding the Gaussian noise and put Z = Zk.
10: end for
11: Return the reconstruction of Z by the decoder.

Datasets
We use the ZINC [30] and QM9 [31] datasets in our 
work.

The QM9 dataset [31] is a widely used benchmark 
for the prediction of physical properties of molecules 
in equilibrium state. It consists of around 130k small 
organic molecules with up to nine heavy atoms of C, O, 
N, or F with the properties computed using DFT cal-
culations. The QM9 contains additional information, 
from which we also obtain the HOMO properties of 
molecules to perform the regression task and test our 
structure optimization approach.

The ZINC dataset [30] is a subset of a free database 
[32] of commercially available compounds for virtual 
screening.

A dataset mixture to train the encoder-decoder pair. 
Originally in [27], JT VAE was studied by utilizing the 
ZINC dataset [30]. It was discovered that ZINC lacks a 
variety of molecule types to the extent that the models 
trained on it lack efficiency in real tasks [8]. To avoid 
the influence of a bias of a particular dataset on the 
training, we have extended the previous approach to 
a mixture of QM9 and ZINC datasets (we call it MIX) 
which helped us improve the model’s generalization 
properties and general accuracy of reconstruction.

JT VAE method decomposes every molecule into 
building blocks. One of the central assumptions that we 
used in our work is that the dictionary of simple struc-
tures forming the molecules is large enough for decom-
posing any possible molecule. This assumption is rarely 
satisfied when we change from one chemical database 
to another. Therefore, for the MIX dataset we expanded 
the vocabulary of simple compounds as much as pos-
sible. In particular, we grow the dictionary from 780 
original building blocks covering the ZINC database in 
JT VAE to 2327 basic objects spanning MIX. The total 
number of molecules in MIX is 355796.

Datasets used to train the regression. For the prop-
erty of interest - e.g., molecular HOMO energy levels 
- merging two different databases is often a challeng-
ing task since there is no unique way to correctly join 

Table 5 Results of reconstruction accuracy

Train Test Acc (%) Chemical validity 
(%)

KL

MIX QM9 83.1 100 True

QM9 QM9 81.9 100 True

QM9 QM9 79.4 100 False

MIX QM9 81 100 False

ZINC ZINC 75 100 True

Table 6 Results of regression accuracy

Study Method Train Test HOMO Acc

Mentioned in [8] Elastic Net PC9 PC9 0.47

Ridge Regr. PC9 PC9 0.31

SchNet PC9 PC9 0.06

SchNet QM9 PC9 0.07

SchNet QM9 PC9 0.33

SchNet PC9 QM9 0.05

SchNet PC9 QM9 0.12

SchNet PC9 QM9 0.12

SchNet QM9 PC9 0.3

SchNet QM9 QM9 0.04

This study Ridge Regr. QM9 QM9 0.18

Elastic Net QM9 QM9 0.34

JT-ENC + FFNN QM9 QM9 0.09

JT-ENC + FFNN MIX QM9 0.09
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the data from various sources due to variation in theo-
retical calculation techniques, conditions of measure-
ments, etc. To overcome the consistency issues, we 
performed the regression training on QM9 dataset 
only.

First, we have partitioned the QM9 datasets on the 
train, validation and test subsets ( QM9TR , QM9VAL , and 
QM9TEST , respectively), so that the validation part con-
tains 2500 molecules, and the test part contains 5000 
molecules. For the consistency reasons, VAE was trained 
on the combined ZINC+QM9TR dataset, and QM9VAL 
was used for validation; for the training procedure of 
regression, QM9TR and QM9VAL were used; QM9TEST 
was used as test data across HOMO prediction and 
reconstruction of molecules.

Results
Basic auto encoding
In Table 5 we give the results of a basic JT-VAE training. 
The columns Train and Test correspond to the respective 
datasets used in the process. The column Acc contains 
the percentage of accurately reconstructed molecules by 
the encoder decoder pair. The column Chemical Validity 
represents the chemical validity of obtained molecules. 
The column KL indicates whether the Kullback-Leibler 
divergence penalty term was used in the second stage of 
the training (see Subsection  VAE and Regression).

The results of the basic encoder-decoder training pre-
sented in Table 5 serve as a baseline for a multi-step VAE 
training described in Sect. "Training".

Regression and multi‑step auto encoding
Table 6 represents results mentioned in [8] for different 
datasets and methods of HOMO energies prediction, 
which were trained and tested on the indicated datasets. 
More complete description of the methods can be found 
in [8]. The last four lines colored in gray correspond to 
our results. The lines Ridge Regr. and Elastic Net corre-
spond to the training of the eponymous regression from 
latent space into the property of interest (HOMO). The 
last two lines correspond to the training of the unfrozen 
encoder (pretrained during the basic JT VAE training) 
jointly with two layers feed forward neural network with 
ReLu activations.

We measure the HOMO accuracy (HOMO Acc col-
umns in Tables  6 and  7) by MAE loss and the VAE 
accuracy (VAE Acc column in Table 7) by finding the per-
centage of SMILES strings that represent the molecule 
after reconstruction that are the same as initial SMILES 
strings.

In Table  7 we give the results for the joint VAE + 
regressor training. Three strategies were introduced in 
Section Training. We figure out that the third strategy is 
a good trade-off for the quality of the regressor’s prop-
erty value prediction and the molecule reconstruction 
accuracy by the encoder-decoder pair. Note that 0% VAE 
Accuracy in the second line of Table 7 is due to the fact 
that the encoder trained together with the regressor does 
not match the decoder anymore, therefore the third joint 
VAE and Regression training strategy was introduced. 
The best regression [22] from Table  6 performs slightly 
better than our JT-ENC+FFNN regression model, but 
coupled with the decoder, our model can generate new 
molecules which is not possible for other researchers’ 
models in Table 6.

Molecule reconstruction
For Table  8 the methods of the columns Initialization 
and Type of search are described in Subsection Vector 
initialization in the embedding space, and the column 
Reconstruction displays the rate of molecules predicted 
from QM9TEST dataset.

The low values of the reconstruction percentage col-
umn in Table  8 are due to the fact that the model per-
formed the unguided structure search for the HOMO 
values of the molecules from the QM9TEST dataset, 
and also since multiple molecules can have close (or 
equal) HOMO values. We are unable to compute the 
real HOMO values of all the molecules suggested by 
our model because of high costs of DFT computations, 
but we attest that our model generated correctly the 

Table 7 Comparison of joint VAE and Regression training 
strategies

Order Train Test HOMO Acc VAE Acc  
(%)

Enc, Dec−→FFNN MIX QM9 0.32 84

Enc, Dec−→Enc, FFNN MIX QM9 0.09 0

Enc, Dec−→Enc, FFNN−→Dec MIX QM9 0.09 81

Table 8 Experiments on type of initialization

Initialization Type of search Reconstruction  
(%)

Gaussian A 0.04

CTV + Gaussian A 0.04

CHV + Gaussian A 2

Gaussian B 0

CTV + Gaussian B 0

CHV + Gaussian B 0.08
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“reconstructed” molecules according to their HOMO 
values. Given that the QM9TEST dataset was never 
exposed to our model during the training, we argue that 
the implementation of our algorithm warrants both the 
validity of predicted molecules and the high accuracy of 
HOMO value prediction. In Fig. 10 we give several mol-
ecules from the QM9TEST dataset that were suggested by 
our algorithm and thus we know that their HOMO val-
ues were predicted perfectly.

In addition, we tested method B with a combination of 
CHV and Gaussian initialization on independent data. 
To this purpose, we took a molecule from [33] that is 
not in any way connected to MIX or QM9 datasets. The 
proposed method has successfully reconstructed the 
selected molecule c1c2ccccc2co1 from [33], which cor-
roborates the reliability of our method. In Fig. 11 we give 
the reconstructed molecule and other examples of pro-
posed structures. The molecule of interest is surrounded 
with a square.

Guided structure optimization
Guided structure optimization is a particular case of 
CHV; the concept is that we modify some molecules to 
obtain similar molecules with desired properties. With 
JT VAE architecture, we can influence how the molecular 
structure changes since the molecular decomposition is 
fully determined by a hidden vector that represents the 
junction tree. By modifying this vector slightly, we can 
introduce a change in the molecule, thus enhancing a 
certain property value. For instance, in Fig. 12 we show-
case the molecules (together with their HOMO values 
predicted by our regressor model) that we obtained after 
100 iterations of the algorithm B applied to the arbitrarily 
chosen molecule CC1C(O)CC1C1CC1 from MIX, with 
the base HOMO value of -6.8025, when the target value 
was arbitrarily set to be -5.93722 (the original molecule is 
marked with a square on the image).

C1C(C(=O)C)CCO1
HOMO: -6.6112

C1C=CC=CC(CC)=C1
HOMO: -5.3578

N1=C(N=C(OC1=O)C)F
HOMO: -6.961

c1c2c[nH]cc2ncc1
HOMO: -5.307

Fig. 10 Reconstructed molecules from QM9val dataset. The target HOMO value is the same as the predicted HOMO value, that is specified under 
molecules
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c1c2ccccc2co1
HOMO: -5.564

C1CCCC1(C(=O)NCc2ccccc2O)C
Target HOMO: -5.564
HOMO: -5.549

c1ccccc1C(N(C)Cc2occc2C)=O
Target HOMO: -5.564
HOMO: -5.586

n1nc(sc1N)OC(C)CC
Target HOMO: -5.564
HOMO: -5.615

Fig. 11 Reconstruction of a molecule from an independent data set and alternative structures

CC1C(O)CC1C1CC1
HOMO: -6.8025

C1C[NH+](CCC1)C2CC2(CO)C
HOMO: -5.9117

c1ccccc1C(=O)NC2CC2(C)C(O)O
HOMO: -5.8806

OCC1(CC1N2CC=CC(=O)C2)CC
HOMO: -5.8116

Fig. 12 Guided optimization
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Conclusion
The proposed model allows the prediction of important 
chemical property values, namely the HOMO energy 
levels, which are otherwise costly to compute. While our 
model performs on the same level of accuracy as the cur-
rent state-of-the-art regression models, the junction tree 
variational autoencoder coupled with a regression algo-
rithm also allows to create new molecular structures with 
desired HOMO value. We have proposed two strategies 
for performing the guided search for such structures and 
experimentally shown that our model produces mole-
cules with desirable target properties.

Further developments
In our work we explore the applications of the JT-VAE 
architecture [27] for molecule design. It allows expan-
sions in various directions, like choosing different 
functions that perform gradient descent and also multi-
criteria search (for instance, for HOMO and LUMO ener-
gies simultaneously), diffetent graph VAE architectures, 
or, instead, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [34, 
35], and Wasserstein GANs (WGANs) [36, 37].
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